TUMBLE DRYERS

ES 10 14 18 23 34 55 75

IMESA
IMESA tumble dryer ES series is the ideal for the drying of all industrial activities and community that need high productivity and high quality results.

**Energy savings**

**Economic savings**

**Advanced technology**

The only tumble dryer with **24 MONTHS WARRANTY CONDITIONS**

**100% Customer satisfaction**

Stainless steel drum INOX AISI 304

Available on version **electric, gas, steam heating** and **heated pump**

The forced **air convection system** into the drum helps a perfect drying and **reduces costs**.

As option, **drum speed** and **fun speed controls** to obtain excellent results with **every kind of fabric**.

Residual humidity control and **reversing drum** assure a perfect drying **on all linen**.

**No wrinkle system**: at the end of the cycle, the drum goes on rotating reversing avoiding wrinkles therefore also **ironing will be easier**.

**Multistep system**: the set temperatures on heating and cooling phases are reached through different temperature steps. This system **avoid fabric from** sudden change in temperature **damages**.

As option, **GSM SYSTEM**
VERSATILITY, LONG LASTING

Four heating versions.

**ELECTRIC** heating:
thanks to the power level control, electric heated dryers can work at full or partial power reducing power consumption.

**STEAM** heating:
thanks to the damper system, heat is immediately available. That system avoid problems due to water hammering typical on valve circuit system.

**GAS** heating:
IMESA tumble dryers can work with all gas types; they are equipped with electronic ignition plug, and flame control.

**HEATED PUMP:**
heated pump enables a highly reduced power consumption keeping the same performance.

Operating at closed circuit means no exhaust and this permit to install the tumble dryer in any room.

**ALL IMESA** tumble dryers are equipped **ON STANDARD** with:
- Stainless steel drum INOX AISI 304
- Epoxide painted panels
- Touch screen with unlimited programs
- Residual humidity control
- Wide filter easy to clean
- Automatic cooling function
- Energy control function

**ES 10-14-18-23-34**
**ON STANDARD:** high efficiency suction system and reversing drum only on models ES 23- 34.

**OPTION:**
- Reversing drum on models ES 10 – 14 – 18
- Drum speed control (DSC)
- Suction fan speed control (FSC)
- Power level control (only on electric heated models)
- GSM system

**ES SS 10-14-18-23** ideal for Coin OP laundry
**ON STANDARD:** high efficiency suction system and reversing drum.

**OPTION:**
- Mechanical coin box
- Electronic coin box
- Cashless payment system (electronic key). This system may be combined with mechanical or electronic coin box
- Central cash connection
- Personalization of the display through advertisings
- GSM system

**ES M 55-75** for medium/high productivity laundries
**ON STANDARD:** inverter and motor reduction gear

**OPTIONAL:**
- Tilting versions T1 and T2
- Pneumatic forward tilting to unload on a trolley or on a transporting belt (T1)
- Pneumatic backward tilting to receive the loading by a conveyor (T2)
- Remote control
- GSM system
- Fire protection system

**CE CERTIFICATION:**
IMESA tumble dryer comply with European product standards.

**EAC CERTIFICATION**
IMESA tumble dryer comply with Eurasian Customs Union product standards.
TECHNOLOGY

FUNCTIONALITY

SIMPLY TOUCH

- Unlimited stored ironing programs, 10 preset programs but modifiable
- Easy program selection
- Modifiable programs during cycle running
- Customized pictures
- Possibility to associate for each program dedicated icons or other images
- Display at eye level, ergonomic and handy
- High-resolution display

DRYING PROGRAMS ALWAYS AVAILABLE

The drying cycle program may differ by residual humidity, temperature, time, drum speed, suction speed, no-wrinkle parameters, cool down timing following kind of fabric. All programs can be modified, saved and can be recalled when necessary.

Humidity control programs stop independently when the residual level set is reached. This allows timesaving and excellent results and avoid damages to fabrics due to wrong setting up by the operator.

The humidity control comes from an algorithm of the microprocessor.

EASY SERVICING

The touch screen IM10 control panel keeps the record of working hours. Furthermore, the trouble shooting and the history of alarms are readable as well, thus easing the job of the technician: the diagnosis is facilitated. An easier maintenance means reducing costs.

REDUCED MAINTANCE COSTS

The Power Control function allows the operation of the heating on more levels: it is the operator to choose whether to make it operating at idle speed or at highest level, following the power available.

It is possible to check on display the energy consumption. The test of loads and entries can directly be served from the keyboard.

GSM SYSTEM

GSM system is an optional on demand.

The GSM system is:

CHECK SYSTEM, DIAGNOSIS SERVICE.

Reduced maintenance costs thanks of immediate repairing action and shorter stops timing of the dryer.

Customized programs can be uploaded and downloaded remotely.

The software can be updated remotely: you are sure to have the ultimate technology.
ERGONOMIC:
Door width, its opening at 180° and its position make it easy loading and unloading the linen. The dryer is available also with left opening.

LOW NOISE:
IMESA tumble dryers have been studied to maintain a noise level below 70dB (A).

SAFETY:
A safety device stops the tumble dryer if the door is opened while the dryer is working.

QUALITY:
Drum in stainless steel INOX AISI 304.

INNOVATION
Top level technology
Smart systems

WIDE RANGE
From washing to ironing

VERSATILITY
Customized product made on request

ASSISTANCE
Prompt maintenance
Qualified technicians

SELLING SUPPORT

Italian leading company in the manufacture of laundry equipment and laundry solutions.
a life by your side

Hotels
Restaurants
Hospitals
Dairy farms
Care homes
Resident laundries
Cleaning services
Hotels
Riding schools
Professional laundries
Shipbuilding sector
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